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About This Game

Take the Role

The role of a landlord is one that shouldn’t be taken lightly, you always have to be on your feet. In the town of new blossom you
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have the ability to buy homes, fix them up, and let people live comfortably in them. While also being able to be a franchisee for
the local businesses who no longer have dedicated owners. Now you won’t be doing this alone you have a trusty handy-women to
help you on your journey. There will be a lot of downtime if you do things right and there are things to do around town for extra

money to fill it up.

Never forget or become lazy

Always remember that buying homes is just one part of what it take to be a landlord you have to ensure that it always stays up to
par. Your tenants can leave and a large bill of issues that must be fixed before the home can be rented again will follow. The

lower the condition of the home the more issues rise and the more issues the unhappier the tenants will become. Less rent, more
issues, and more money to spend are just a few of the things you'll have to come to terms with in new blossom.

Buy what you want, When you want

It's your choice what to buy and when rather it be small homes, large homes, just the businesses. It's all up to you and that's the
fun of it, you can be your own landlord. Then in the end, own the whole town how you choose.

Charge high, Charge low

The amount of rent can also be chosen rather you want to be a evil person and charge the highest you can or be a humble
landlord and charge next to nothing. These are the choices that can be made but each comes with it's own drawbacks and

benefits. Missing rent, overpayment, more issues, faster happiness depletion, can you overcome the results of your choices.

Issues all around

Best we forget the issues, with your Handy-women by your side choose to repair them yourself for a low price or have her take
care of the dirty work for you. But if issues are abundant and time is low you could always hire a professional if your funds

allow.

Businesses, Businesses

The ability to own business is something of its own challenge, you choose every aspect from the price range sold to how many
people are going to be working how long. The power is in your hands but if your not careful you might just go under.

A couple of Apartments

The ability to own apartment buildings is here, What this means is all the fun of owning homes but in one little space. Watch the
building and each unit to ensure they stay in top condition or you may be paying tenets just to stay there.

Free time isn't a guarantee

If you do everything right and get everything taken care of you can enjoy the extra activities in town, which will in turn earn you
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some extra money to help own the town. You can play these mini games to waste time but don't waste too much time or a wave
of problems might wash you away.
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The next abandoned EA game
. Fun with friends.. This pack contains Graydles, my favorite archetype in the game! When a graydle monster is destroyed by
battle, or their respective color of effect (green->spell, purple->trap, yellow->monster) you can take control of one monster the
opponent controls and use it against them! Using your own opponents deck to beat them down is never as much fun as it is with
graydles ;P. Atmospheric game, similiar to Stray Cat Crossing in way.

Sadly, it's not quite on par with it and it's very short (about one hour for all the endings and achievements).

But my main gripe I have is that even when we got some background revelation and twist in the end there were quite few things
left non-conclusive and unexplored on purpose and it took some of my enjoyment (I heard it was because the sequel is on the
way).

Have to say I'm quite conflicted whether to recommend this game or not. But in the end I still had some good with it time as it
left me thinking, searching for hidden meanings and wondering about atonement and psychological monstrosities of human
mind.

Buy only in bundle or when on sale for about 1$/1€.. This isn't a review that I could make an easy decision about, whilst the
game doesn't have the greatest graphics or particualrly the best story it has lots of variety in the missions and also features many
different battlefields ranging from WW1 to the end of WW2.

The game isn't a high budget triple A title and it's not a simulation but it's a reasonably fun arcadey style game that allows you to
play through various battlefields with a variety of machines, I would certinaly recommend picking this up in a sale if you're
looking for a simple arcade-like flight game.

Also in my experience this game worked great with a controller (Xinput) and ran very well on my PC. Good!

It is a funny adventure little game, not so difficult and I love its music.
Can use the game handle.

Hope to continue to upgrade.. game is totally outdated do not waste your time, it's not a sharp game either everything seems to
lag. Idea is great and it seems they have coevered all the basics but it can feel like a struggle just to find a guard and prevent a
prison escape. Much better than Fraps: 1) compress video in real time 2) small size of video files 3) good interface and simple
settings. The pixel art creates a familiar game style as well as a clean and beautiful design. It's easy to grasp the basics, yet the
detailed physics engine, creative stages and lots of diversity in enemies and friends show how much thought went into the
creation of this game. The game is easy to get into and play for short amounts of time but has a lot of depth and complexity to
explore that make you play it over and over again. There's lots of ship customizability that makes the game accessible to
different playing styles - you can play fast and action-packed, slow and calculated, or luck of the draw by stocking up on
weapons that allow you to run around in a confused panic and then deploy all your ammunition at once. The amount of variation
between the different ships and types of levels allows for all sorts of challenges, and the ability to save up and unlock new
options means that you never get stuck doing the same thing over and over with no progress.

Also, the game has a lot of style. Both the graphics and music are really captivating. There's a wide variety of ships, weapons,
and enemies to interact with. If you feel like tutorials are for chumps you can get pretty far just by ramming into your enemies
(and fist-bumping your friends). If you like figuring out the intricacies of a game there's a lot to explore here, from critical hits
to reflecting lasers off of inanimate objects and shields to creating your own levels. If you despise fighting and just like drawing
cool contrail patterns, you can usually pull that off too. Your onboard computer, who narrates much of the game, has plenty of
snaky comments to make when you fail. The allies you can acquire will have conversations with each other, making it fun to
gather different groups together. Sometimes, there are biscuitfish, which are like biscuit-shaped cuttlefish. They float around in
packs and trill and cycle through the colors of the rainbow. I don't understand them but they make satisfying sounds if you blow
them up.

I would definitely recommend this game! It's well worth the price and a great game to come back to again and again.. can not
get the game to start when i try to take brake off it just goes back please advice.
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This mod is awesome ! It succeeds in bringing the western front in all its glory to the Red Orchestra engine.. yo its cool. really
nice little game it was a lot of fun. I have to say, that all things considered: Playclaw is an amazing product and was definitely
worth every penny. When I bought it originally, it was simpy a game recorded. It has evovled and it can do everything I need it
to do without dropping frames. I'm even able to recorded Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare at 60FPS. The product is great and,
bar any unusual mishaps or changes, I won't be looking elsewhere for screen capture programs.. Hey guys!! What's going on
with my best program. give me the old version.. A nice hidden object\/puzzle game. The artwork was lovely, though some of the
objects were hard to find based on the descripion (ie looking for 'an ashtray' and it turned out to be a metal frog with a hole on
top). It was a good balance of challenging and casual. I like that it indicates when a room has been searched and solved
completely by saying 'area cleared at the top'.
The storyline was unique and interesting. It does end quite suddenly with a 'to be continued', but the game was a good length
with a good amount of puzzles.
Lots of interactions, great at indicating whats useful, the hint button is useful for finding which direction to go when you're
stuck. Overall, this is an excellent example of an HOG for anyone who likes that genre.. This was a surprisingly good game.
There is a mild learning curve until you learn the way the game's puzzles work, then once you get a few upgrades the levels get
richer and very addictive. In particular the way adjacent rooms interact with one another was very clever, especially once the
upgrades start to work together to solve rooms. The difficulty was spot on for my modest platformer skills, slightly above casual
only. For achievement hunters, an easy 100% that takes a 5-7 hours maybe.
. Despite how much fun I have with the arcadey racing and career progression. Seeing my character go from part-timer to back
marker to contender to champion. Having played the career up and through the cup series, the game is fun. But I cannot
recommend a game that has no replayability.

The career mode has a very obvious progression, go from lower series to upper series and even on the highest difficulty some of
these races are laughably easy, with others being confusingly difficult. Once you are at the top of the cup series, the only option
left to do something new is to be an owner.

However unlike NASCAR games from 8-15 years ago when you are an owner, you cannot scout and hire drivers. You cannot
buy existing teams. You cannot work on your car in any depth other than "make it gooderer". It's disappointing to enjoy a game,
and then know that you will never have any interest in replaying it.

If you are okay with doing the same quick races over and over, and if you are okay with doing the same career over and over,
then by all means enjoy this game. But for me, I don't believe I will be re-installing unfortunately.

P.S. I've raced on dirt in real life and the late models are just saddening to even touch. They're just so far off.. \udb40\udc21.
DISCLAIMER \/ PROTIP: IF YOU SUFFER FROM EPILEPSY OR ARE VERY SENSITIVE TO FLASHING LIGHTS
AND COLORS, DON'T BUY OR PLAY THIS GAME... YOU'LL PROBABLY DIE.

So after earning the achievement for playing a single round for 20 minutes and landing myself 4th on the global leaderboard, I
suppose I can adequately evaluate this game:

It's simple.
It's fun.
It will cook your eyes and strenghten your fingers.

This game reminds me a lot of Super Hexagon for its simplicity; if you liked that game then you will probably like this one, but
it is also a bit more... bizzare. The premise is simple: use the space bar to control a colored bar between the upper and lower
limits on a "gauge" while the background flashes alternating colors and patterns. The closer to the top of the gauge you are the
more points you earn per second, but if you TOUCH the top or bottom you lose a score multiplier A.K.A. your lives (think the
Bit Trip series: reach zero multipliers and its game over). Periodically you can collect score bonuses near the bottom of the
gauge and, if you so elect, press the CTRL button to start controlling 2 bars at once for twice the points.

Problem is, the game doesn't like it when you start scoring high and progressively speeds the rate of color flashing, swaps
patterns more quickly, stretches\/shifts\/flips the screen orientation, moves the location of the upper and lower limits, changes
music, and even flashes text questions and pictures of cats when you least suspect it.

It gets very difficult and I don't recommend playing for extended periods of time, especially on a large screen. That being said
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this can be a really fun game in small doses and getting put on the leaderboard is satisfying. In addition, after playing certain
amounts more and more game modes unlock for you to try, tweaking one aspect of the game at a time to keep it fresh.

In conclusion I would give this game an 8\/10 as a casual, but challenging, lunch break spender. The only detracting aspects of
this game for me are:
-The music is good, BUT it could be better. I prefer something even more aggresive in this type of game to keep me focused.
-The agressive strobing of bright colors for minutes on end make this game difficult to play for more than 10-15 minutes,
basicaly forcing the player to stop playing after a short time (and thats saying something because I have a pretty decent
tollerance for this stuff).

All in all, for 4 bucks I'd say its well worth the money.
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